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Hair Care To Perfection

Hair dying and decoloring applications have become crucial especially for
women. Both of these applications require usage of strong chemicals.
Thus depending of the hair’s quality, causes little to extreme damages.
There are a few ways to minimize these damages. One of theme is using
little amounts of chemical activator. And the other one is to use external
care products.
PREVENTIVE, with the help of it’s natural oil and raw material ingredients,
helps minimizing damages caused by decoloring applications. It blocks
the foul odor being emitted during decoloring and allows you to have
shiny and sparkling hair after the application.
Eliminates itchiness of the scalp (Chronic Scalp Diseases excluded)
during application and provides ease of combing.

Purifying Shampoo produced to prepare your hair for keratin application
thus it helps to open up the cuticle layers of the hair. Purifying Shampoo
is appropriate for saloon applications.

Keratin is the most important key element of the hair. Chemical and heat
applications to shape or curl your hair causes loss of keratin. Eventually,
invisible cracks and splits, mat and dry look and hair growth delays would
happen. You always need to use Keratin based supplements for your hair.
LAGOMME CREAM KERATIN contains the high amount of keratin that
your hair needs. That helps you have the healthy looking, shiny, sparkling
and easy to comb hair. This Product is appropriate for saloon applications.

Keratin is the most important building material of your hair.Chemical
applications and heat applications to give shape to your hair causes
keratin loss. That is why cracks and splıt hair tips happen. Results can be
brakes at hair, delayed hair growth, dry and matt look.
To have healthy and beautiful looking hair again you’ll need Keratin
containing products. LAGOMME KERATİN SHAMPOO contains high
amount of keratin protein. After using regularly, it replaces the missing
Keratin that your hair needs and since it does not have any salt in the
ingredients, it eliminates the dry and mat look on your hair. As a continuing product, we advise you to use the most famous of the Keratin Care
Group, LAGOMME KERATIN MASK.

LAGOMME KERATIN MASK is a support product. All the chemical and
heat applications causes damages to your hair. Results can be unwanted
ﬂufﬁng, dry and matt look, brakes and splits, delayed hair growth and
starting hair loss. After starting Keratin Care with LAGOMME KERATIN
SHAMPOO we advise you to use the most famous product of the Keratin
Care Group, LAGOMME KERATIN MASK. With the Keratin Protein and
Natural Oils in its ingredients LAGOMME KERATIN MASK will eliminate
the negative effects by ﬁlling up the invisible cracks. You will see the
decrease of splits at the hair tips. Your hair will have the light, healthy and
shiny feel.

There are different types of hair serum. You must select and use the hair
serum according to your needs. There are different types of application
methods for different types of serums. This serum is applied before starting off the heat applications to create a protective shield or
after taking a bath.
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Keratin is the most important building material of your hair.Chemical applications and heat applications to give shape to your hair causes keratin loss. That
is why cracks and splıt hair tips happen. Results can be brakes at hair, delayed
hair growth, dry and matt look.
To have healthy and beautiful looking hair again you’ll need Keratin containing
products. LAGOMME KERATİN SHAMPOO contains high amount of keratin
protein. After using regularly, it replaces the missing Keratin that your hair
needs and since it does not have any salt in the ingredients, it eliminates the
dry and mat look on your hair. As a continuing product we advise you to use
the most famous of the Keratin Care Group, LAGOMME KERATIN MASK.

LAGOMME KERATIN MASK is a support product. All the chemical and heat
applications causes damages to your hair. Results can be unwanted ﬂufﬁng,
dry and matt look, brakes and splits, delayed hair growth and starting hair loss.
After starting Keratin Care with LAGOMME KERATIN SHAMPOO we advise you
to use the most famous product of the Keratin Care Group, LAGOMME KERATIN MASK. With the Keratin Protein and Natural Oils in its ingredients LAGOMME KERATIN MASK will eliminate the negative effects by ﬁlling up the
invisible cracks. You will see the decrease of splits at the hair tips. Your hair will
have the light, healthy and shiny feel.

BIOTIN
ARGANINE

BIOTIN inside LONG HAIR SHAMPOO is a vitamin also known as vitamin H or
B₇ which is named as the beauty vitamin. BIOTIN is a very essential part of skin,
hair and nail development. In addition to that, second most important element
inside LONG HAIR SHAMPOO is, one of the essential amino acids, Arganine&
39. Thiese two base products play an effective role on preventing hair loss and
helping fast grow. After regular usage, you will witness visible growth and
decrease of hair loss.

BIOTIN
ARGANINE

LONG HAIR MASK is a supplementay product. It is the continuing product of
biotin and arganine application Long Hair Shampoo. With Long hair mask, you
can have a smooth look and have soft and brilliant hair all day long
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You will feel the difference from the ﬁrst use.

Your hair can also dry like your skin. Dry hair looks matt and weak. That’s why it
is very important to have gained the needed moisture back to your hair.
Because of the salty shampoos, being exposed to sun, exhaust gas and dust
during the day, your hair starts loosing it’s moisture and breaks starts at your
strands. Research and development practices of OZ WET THERAPY SHAMPOO
made in the effort of reestablishing the moisture level of the hair and contains
no harmful salt. With it’s active ingridients you will feel the difference in the
second wash and with regular usage you can keep the moisture level.

OZ WET THERAPY MASK is a complementery product After reestablishing the
moisture level of your hair with OZ WET THERAPY SHAMPOO, With the help of
OZ WET THERAPY MASK you can have the smooth looking, soft and brilliant
hair all day long.
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